
Who is eligible? 
All children who will be Year 3 or 4 
next year.


The sports academy specifically 
targets our Year 3 and 4 children to 
help develop their understanding of 
the science of sport and ultimately 
increase their engagement in the 
curriculum. We hope that the 
momentum and interest gained at 
this early age can transfer into their 
senior years. 


Other sporting opportunities are 
already abundant for Year 5 & 6 
including athletics, aquatics, cricket, 
football, golf. Sporting scholarships 
are also available to the older age 
group.

How do we apply? 
Ask at reception for an application 
form or down load one from our 
website.


http://www.silverstre.am

Applications will be considered by 
the appointment team. Sporting 
ability and aptitude, along with 
leadership, passion, reliability, 
learning style, work ethic and class 
dynamics (such as learning needs, 
boy/girl mix and age) are all taken 
into consideration.  


Successful applicants will be 
informed prior to the start of the 
school year. Please understand that 
all applicants are considered, but not 
all will be successful due to limits of 
class size. Year 3s will have a second 
opportunity to apply in the following 
year.


http://www.silverstre.am
http://www.silverstre.am


What is the Silverstream 
School Sports Academy? 

Our sports academy delivers the NZ 
curriculum in a creative and innovative 
way in that, as much learning as 
practicably possible, is presented with 
a sports science focus.


Anatomy, physiology, sports 
psychology and sports history are all 
used as vehicles and topics for 
writing, reading, maths, science and 
the arts.


Ultimately, the academy promotes a 
culture of inquiry learning, with a 
preference for moving and doing.

Examples of possible 
learning activities :


Using orienteering to learn mapping, 
measurement and problem solving 
skills while the checkpoints require a 
solution to a maths problem or 
encourage basic facts tasks. 


Present a digital presentation that 
explores the role of sport during WW2 
or write a diary from the perspective 
of Jesse Owens during the Berlin 
Olympic Games.


Create a model of one part of the 
circulatory system. Explain how diet 
can directly affect the components of 
this system.


Design a programme and timetable to 
improve a component of your fitness. 
Keep records, reflections and 
statistics on your progress.

What about reading, 
writing, maths and the 
arts? 

Our sports academy delivers all the 
subjects of a standard classroom 
and gives the same priority to 
literacy and numeracy as every 
other class. The point of difference 
being that projects, topics and group 
activities will aim to have a 60% 
sport themed focus.


The academy will still participate in 
all syndicate and full school topics 
and  activities.


Music, drama and the visual arts 
will continue to be a large part of 
the classroom programme.


